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ABSTRACT
I am enrolled in CHEM 165SH in the
Chemistry Honors Program, which is a
science communication class. For my
service, I worked with the Health Careers
Opportunity Program and Louis Stokes
Alliance for Minority Participation
(HCOP/LSAMP) at Fresno State to provide
over 35 hours of tutoring to any students
in CHEM 1A/1B and Math 75. Typically, I
went over students’ study guides with them
and provided more example problems
that they could do.

WHAT I LEARNED
This tutoring service taught me several lessons. For one, I was able to refine my science
communication skills. I had to learn to take what I understood from my chemistry and
math courses and put it in words that other students could also understand. Also, the
topics my students were learning are what I still use in my upper-division chemistry
classes. Thus, this not only helped me review the material, but it also helped me
understand some topics that I struggled with when I first took those classes (hello again,
molecular orbitals) as I had to research new ways to explain the topics. Finally,
becoming a tutor gave me a new perspective on the tutoring community. The work these
organizations do, like HCOP/LSAMP, is truly remarkable. I have learned that tutoring is
not easy; you may understand the material, but being able to explain it to someone is
an entirely different story. I only got a glimpse of this over the semester, but I truly
appreciate the tutoring community for everything they do for students.

COMMUNITY IMPACT
My service targeted students in general chemistry courses and calculus. While I do not know
how their actual grades were impacted, I can note how I felt they did during the sessions we
had. For instance, most of them seemed to learn best from doing practice problems, both
alongside me and, eventually, on their own (rather than me just explaining the material to
them). Thus, all the notes I have from tutoring are practice problems I did with different
students (as seen in both figures to the right). What I appreciated, however, was when
students were honest with me; it was a great help when they asked me to re-explain a topic
or go over additional examples if they did not fully understand it after my initial
explanation. This allowed me to adapt my teaching style to each student until they could
grasp the material. Moreover, the most significant accomplishment I felt, as a tutor, was
when students would have their “lightbulb” moment—when everything they were learning
finally started to make sense. This happened a couple of times, and I was glad to see them
be able to solve problems on their own. I hope this translated to their grades, and that they
were able to do well on their future exams.


